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Do Taxes Explain European Employment?
Indivisible Labor, Human Capital, Lotteries,
and Savings

Lars Ljungqvist, Stockholm School of Economics and New York University

Thomas J. Sargent, New York University and Hoover Institution

"The differences in the consumption and labor tax rates in France and the United
States account for virtually all of the 30-percent difference in the labor input per
working-age person. ... if France modified its intratemporal tax wedge so that
its value was the same as the U.S. value, French welfare in consumption equiva-
lents would increase by 19 percent."

Prescott (2002, p. 13, p. 1)

"The Achilles' Heel? Europe's generous unemployment benefits...

German workers typically receive 70% of their take-home pay in the first month
of unemployment, and 62% in the 60th month, according to the Paris-based
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. And the percent-
ages are roughly similar for most of the Continent.

In the U.S., by contrast, benefits plunge over time. Comparable U.S. workers
receive 58% of their take-home pay in the first month, but just 7% in the 60th

month, the OECD says."
Wall Street Journal (1998, p. R.17)

1 Introduction

Prescott (2002) used a growth model with a stand-in household and the
assumption that the government transfers all tax revenues to the house-
hold to argue that cross-country differences in taxes on labor account
for cross-country differences in hours per capita. This paper examines
the sensitivity of Prescott's analysis to his assumptions about private
risk sharing arrangements, labor markets, human capital acquisition,
the government's disposition of tax revenues, the absence of govern-
ment supplied benefits to people who withdraw from work, and the
high disutility of labor.1

Section 2 adds an important aspect of the European landscape that
Prescott ignored: Government supplied non-employment benefits in
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the form of a replacement ratio times foregone labor income. Martin
(1996) documents that European governments offer benefits with high
replacement rates and long durations. In our modification of his model,
a benefit rate works just like Prescott's labor-tax wedge (see the mul-
tiplication of wedges that appears in our equation (4)). With the high
disutility of labor set by Prescott, benefit wedges of magnitudes esti-
mated by Martin (1996) lead to depressions much deeper than Europe
has experienced. This good news for Europe is bad news for the fit of
Prescott's model. Prescott says that the high labor supply elasticity
responsible for these outcomes comes from his use of a "not-so-well-
known" aggregation theory due to Hansen (1985) and Rogerson (1988)
that assumes indivisible labor, employment lotteries, and perfect pri-
vate consumption insurance. How do Prescott's conclusions, and the
bad fits that result after we extend his analysis to include those gener-
ous European inactivity benefits, depend on that aggregation theory?

Mulligan (2001) suggested that Hansen's and Rogerson's aggrega-
tion theory is not necessary for Prescott's results because by borrowing
and lending a risk-free asset that bears a sufficiently high interest rate,
a worker can smooth consumption across alternating periods of work
and nonwork.2 Section 3 formulates a version of Mulligan's argument
in a single-agent setting. We show that whether Mulligan's time averag-
ing leads to outcomes equivalent to Hansen's and Rogerson's depends
on whether human capital is absent (here the answer is yes) or present
(now the answer is no). Introducing a stylized human capital acquisi-
tion technology like those of Shaw (1989) and Imai and Keane (2004)
creates a nonconvexity over careers and allows a stand-in household to
achieve allocations with employment lotteries that individuals cannot
attain by time averaging.3 Furthermore, the employment lotteries and
time-averaging models have different implications about the identi-
ties of the nonemployed and disingenuously disabled or prematurely
retired (at government expense) and how their consumption compares
to those who are working.4 The models thus point in different direc-
tions for microeconomic verification. Nevertheless in the small open
economy equilibrium setting of section 4, we show that the two market
structures ("aggregation theories" in Prescott's language) give rise to
virtually identical responses of aggregate nonemployment to increases
in tax rates on labor income. In both market structures, the high disu-
tility of labor calibrated by Prescott, which we adopt and hold fixed
across the two market structures, delivers a high elasticity of aggregate
nonemployment to after tax real wages (when the government trans-
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fers all tax revenues to the households). This finding is also confirmed
in the general equilibrium extension of Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006a),
as summarized in section 5.

Why do generous government supplied benefits for nonemployment
cause aggregate activity to implode in the model of section 2 and the
employment lotteries model of Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006b)?5 After
all, even when those government benefits are absent, these models
already include perfect "nonemployment" or "inactivity" insurance
in the employment lotteries model, and that causes no such problems.
But this insurance is private and the stand-in household internalizes its
costs. In contrast, government supplied inactivity benefits induce dis-
tortions because households do not internalize their costs. As we shall
see, in the models of this paper, the high disutility of labor and the
resulting high labor supply elasticity that give labor taxes such potency
in Prescott's model also enhance the distortion in nonemployment that
comes from government supplied benefits. They form a package.

Section 6 discusses what to make of the common aggregate outcomes
that characterize the employment lottery and time-averaging mod-
els presented in sections 3, 4, and 5. We describe how the aggregate
outcomes conceal important differences in the lives of the individual
workers whose actions underlie the aggregates and how those differ-
ences would lead us in different directions when it comes to calibrating
key parameters and seeking microeconomic verification.

Section 7 reiterates why we answer "no" to the question asked in
our title, then describes additional model features whose inclusion we
think will explain the cross-country employment data.

2 Breakdown of Prescott's Model with Government Supplied Benefits

2.1 The Model and Equilibrium Relationships

To explain international differences in hours worked, Prescott (2002)
uses the standard growth model with a labor supply elasticity set high
enough to make employment vary substantially over the business cycle.
In this section, we describe how Prescott alludes to an employment lot-
teries model to justify a representative household whose choices exhibit
a high labor supply elasticity; how that high labor supply elasticity also
makes Prescott's representative household's leisure choice very sensi-
tive to government supplied benefits for those not working; and how
Prescott's assumption about what the government does with its tax
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revenues disarms an income effect that would substantially affect out-
comes. We point out that adding government benefits while retaining
Prescott's calibrated labor supply elasticity causes the fit of the model
to deteriorate substantially, creating the "puzzle" of why Europeans
work so much.

Prescott's stand-in household has preferences ordered by

l-/! ()] . (1)

There is a Cobb-Douglas production function with capital share param-
eter 6 and flat rate taxes rkt, rht, rct on earnings from capital and labor,
and on consumption, respectively.

2.1.1 The Stand-in Household's Budget Set with Benefits Prescott's
supply side analysis succeeds in explaining cross-country differences
in hours while ignoring cross-country differences in government sup-
plied benefits to people not working. To probe Prescott's statement
that he had expected "... the nature of the unemployment benefits sys-
tem to be more important" (Prescott 2002, p. 9), we add publicly sup-
plied inactivity benefits to Prescott's model. Following Prescott, let pt

be the time 0 price of a unit of consumption at time t, wt the pre-tax
wage, Tt the government lump-sum transfer, S the depreciation rate,
and rt the pre-tax rental rate on capital, and let kt, ht, ct, respectively, be
capital, hours, and consumption per person. Assume that population
NM = r]Nt/ 7] > 0, and that there is a constant geometric gross rate of
Harrod neutral technical progress of y. We augment Prescott's version
of the stand-in household's intertemporal budget constraint to include
a contribution from government supplied inactivity benefits:

l + Td)ct +r}kM - [ l + (rt -8)(l-zkt)]kt (2)
1=0

- (1 -Tht)wtht - p(l -rh t)w t max{0,h-h t]-T t]<0,

where p(l - \)wt max{0, h - ht} represents government benefits, which
we intend to stand for a broad set of programs for rewarding people
who are said to be disabled, prematurely retired, and unemployed. The
stand-in household receives government supplied subsidies for time
spent not working in the form of a replacement rate p e [0,1) times after
tax earnings that it forgoes when it sets h < h. If the household's hours
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fall short of h, the government replaces a fraction p of the deficiency of
after-tax labor income relative to w(l - Th) h. We suppose that param-
eter values are such that the household chooses to supply labor ht in an
amount strictly less than h.

By using Abel's summation formula, the terms in capital in (2) can
be expressed as

The last term is zero by a no-Ponzi argument and a transversality con-
dition; and a no arbitrage argument implies that the coefficients on kt

under the summation sign should be zero,6 so that

M Ttt)] (3)

for t>\, with the value of the stand-in household's initial capital being
po[l + (r0 - S)(l - Tw)]Nofco. The marginal conditions for consumption
imply pijpi = ct /pctV In a steady state, ct = yct_v so that pt_1/pt = y/p.
Substituting this into (3) and imposing rkt = Tk gives Prescott's equation
(10):

r = 8 + ,

where 1 + i = yl J3 would be the gross interest rate on a tax-free one
period bond in this economy.

2.1.2 An Altered h - cly Relationship Prescott's conclusion that
cross-country differences in tax wedges account for cross-country
differences in hours depends sensitively on how he treats the con-
sumption-output ratio c/y. We follow Prescott (2002) and use the
household's first-order conditions with respect to consumption and lei-
sure, and also the constant labor share implied by the Cobb-Douglas
production function, to derive an equilibrium relationship between h
and c/y:

act/ytl + rc

1-0 l -
(4)
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When p = 0, this is the same as expression (12) in Prescott (2002, p. 7).
Prescott called this an "equilibrium relationship" because the consump-
tion-output ratio c/y is endogenous. In the spirit of Prescott (2004), we
define the intmtemporal tax-benefit wedge as

(5)
l-Thtl-p l~Ttl-p'

which is a product of a benefit rate and Prescott's intratemporal tax
wedge 1/(1 - rt) = (1 + rj/(l - TJ, where rt = (rht + T ( ) / (1 + Tcf).

2.2 Why Do French People Work So Much?

We use the same parameter values that underlie Prescott's computa-
tions (2002, table 4) to construct our figure 3.1.7 We take the United States
as the benchmark economy against which to measure the employment
effects of taxes and benefits. Setting the effective marginal tax rate equal

<— Prescott's calibration
of France-

0.6

Replacement rate, p Tax differential in percentage points

Figure 3.1
Employment Effects of Taxation and Social Insurance in Prescott's (2002) Framework.
Prescott's calibration of the United States serves as the benchmark economy where the
effective marginal tax rate on labor income is 40 percent and there is no social insurance
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to 40 percent for the United States, Prescott argues that the French effec-
tive marginal tax rate is 20 percentage points higher than the American
tax rate. Prescott confines himself to the back of figure 3.1, where the
replacement rate is p = 0. There, a tax rate differential of 20 percent
sends the employment index down to 0.73. So we have reproduced
Prescott's finding that this tax differential can indeed explain why
France is depressed by 30 percent relative to the United States when we
suppose along with Prescott that p = 0.

When we move forward from the back of figure 3.1, we see dra-
matic effects of publicly provided benefits.8 At Prescott's calibration of
.2 for the French tax wedge differential relative to the United States,
as we raise the social insurance replacement rate p above 0, employ-
ment plummets. The model sets the employment index equal to 0.55,
0.41, and 0.25 when the replacement rate is equal to 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70,
respectively. Of course, the French economy was not depressed by 45,
59, or 75 percent relative to the United States. With Prescott's calibra-
tion of the other parameters, setting the replacement rate p to one of the
values reported by Martin (1996) makes the puzzle become: Why do
French people work so much?

2.3 Government Expenditures, Income Effects of Taxes, and cly

Prescott's calibration of c/y is a big part of his supply side story. His
treatment of government expenditures influences how he estimates c/y
in the p = 0 version of his workhorse formula (4). Let g denote "govern-
ment expenditures" that are not substitutes for private consumption
and assume that g is a constant fraction £of tax revenues:

g = £[rcc + rhwh + \{r - S)k].

We assume that the government returns lump sum rebates of (1 - Q
times its tax revenues to the stand-in household. The above formula
for g, feasibility, and the formula for the equilibrium capital stock can
be combined to yield the following formula for the equilibrium value
of c/y:

i+ft — ^ - (6)
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Under Prescott's preferred value of C, - 0, this formula simplifies to

which makes c/y independent of the intratemporal tax wedge (there
remains an effect from capital taxation). But with £ > 0, formula (6)
activates income effects from the intratemporal wedge to c/y, income
effects that Prescott's £= 0 assumption disables.

Prescott (2002, p. 7) acknowledges that his assumption about c/y
substantially affects outcomes:

"The assumption that the tax revenues are given back to households either
as transfers or as goods and services matters. If these revenues are used for
some public good or are squandered, private consumption will fall, and the tax
wedge will have little consequence for labor supply. If, as I assume, it is used to
finance substitutes for private consumption, such as highways, public schools,
health care, parks, and police protection, then the ct/wt factor will not change
when the intratemporal tax factor changes. In this case, changes in this tax fac-
tor will have large consequences for labor supply."

Prescott assumes not only that all public expenditures are substitutes for
private consumption but also that the government allocates resources
as efficiently as when households choose for themselves.

Although the calculations in figure 3.1 accept Prescott's (2002)
assumption that "all [tax] receipts are distributed lump-sum back to the
stand-in household," it is worth noting that Prescott (2004) proceeded
differently when he studied the time series evidence for the tax expla-
nation of the European employment experience:

"All tax revenue except for that used to finance the pure publicconsumption
is given back to the households either as transfer payments or in-kind. These
transfers are lump sum, being independent of a household's income. Most
public expenditure are substitutes for private consumption in the G-7
countries. Here I will assume that they substitute on a one-to-one basis for
private consumption with the exception of military expenditures. The goods
and services in question consist mostly of publicly provided education, health
care, protection services, and even judiciary services. My estimate of pure pub-
lic consumption g is two times military's share of employment times GDP."
Prescott (2004, p. 4)

The cross-country differences in c/y that result from that assumption
contribute to the success that Prescott (2004) ascribes to the tax explana-
tion of the European employment experience.
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Thus, as described by Ljungqvist (2005), Prescott's (2004, table 2)
time series analysis of the European employment experience rests on
variations in both the tax wedge and the ratio c/y. For example, even
in the 1970s, France and Germany had tax wedges 9 and 12 percentage
points higher than the United States, respectively. Prescott fits French
and German employment levels that are comparable to those in the
United States in the 1970s only by plugging in c/y's for the 1970s that
were 8 percentage points lower in the two European countries than in
the United States. Thus, a significant qualification applies to Prescott's
conclusion that "an important observation is that when European and
U.S. tax rates were comparable, European and U.S. labor supplies were
comparable." We could instead say of the 1970s that while French and
German tax rates already exceeded the U.S. rate by about half of the tax
differential of 20 percentage points that were later to prevail during the
1990s, Prescott's estimates of low c/y ratios for France and Germany in
the 1970s allow the model to fit the outcomes then. If it had not been
for those low c/y ratios, the model would have predicted significantly
depressed employment levels during the 1970s instead of the observed
outcomes in which both countries' employment rates exceeded that in
the United States.

2.4 Prescott's Appeal to an Aggregation Theory

To justify the high labor supply elasticity that he attributes to the stand-
in household, Prescott (2002, p. 4) refers to "some not-so-well-known
aggregation theory behind the stand-in household utility function (1)
(see Gary D. Hansen, 1985; Richard Rogerson, 1988; Andreas Hornstein
and Prescott, 1993)." Hansen (1985) and Rogerson (1988) assume indi-
visibilities in households' choice sets for labor, like the models to be
described in sections 3 and 4. Employment lotteries and complete con-
sumption insurance markets imply a stand-in household that wants to
maximize

/O], (8)

where (f>t is a choice variable that represents the fraction of people
working and the parameter h equals the indivisible number of hours
supplied by each worker. This functional form obviously differs from
(1). However, we understand Prescott's point really to be that the
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aggregation theory underlying (8) rationalizes his decision to use a
value of a in (1) that gives a high labor supply elasticity.

Prescott (2006) assigns the same high importance to the aggregation
theory underlying the stand-in household that he attaches to the aggre-
gation theory behind the aggregate production function. He empha-
sizes that both types of aggregation divorce essential properties of the
aggregated function from the properties of the individual functions
being aggregated:9

"Rogerson's aggregation result is every bit as important as the one giving rise
to the aggregate production function. In the case of production technology, the
nature of the aggregate production function in the empirically interesting cases
is very different from that of the individual production units being aggregated.
The same is true for the aggregate or a stand-in household's utility function in
the empirically interesting case."

2.4.1 Insensitivity of Results to Making Disutility Linear in Labor
We studied how Prescott's (2002) results would be affected were we
to adopt the Hansen-Rogerson objective function (8). That preference
specification implies the following equilibrium relationship for the
fraction of employed households:

. = 1-0 ( l - T j ( l - p )
' a\og(l-h)ct/yt 1 + Trt

Because Prescott (2002) did not provide a complete account of his
parameter settings, we also use the reported findings of Prescott (2004)
when calibrating the Hansen-Rogerson framework.10 Our computations
indicate that the outcomes associated with preference specifications (1)
and (8) are similar. As one would expect, because the Hansen-Rogerson
framework has a more elastic labor supply, increases in the tax wedge
lead to larger negative employment effects. But the differences across
the two preference specifications are not too big in our general equilib-
rium analysis. For example, a calculation from (9) that corresponds to
Prescott's calibration of France yields an employment effect that is 6.5
percentage points more depressed with the Hansen-Rogerson utility
function (8) than with Prescott's utility function (I).11

2.4.2 Are Employment Lotteries Necessary? A high labor supply
elasticity is an important part of the reasoning that leads to Prescott's
interpretation of how cross-country differences in the intratemporal tax
wedge can account for observed differences in employment rates. In
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the next two sections, we study employment lotteries in more depth
with the aim of understanding whether the Hansen-Rogerson aggre-
gation theory is necessary to justify Prescott's approach or whether it
would work just as well to use an alternative aggregation theory
proposed by Mulligan (2001) that allows each individual to choose
alternating spells of work and leisure. Our answer is that Mulligan's
aggregation theory will do just as well, though as we shall see, the
presence of a human capital acquisition technology that features learn-
ing by working affects many interesting details.12 In particular, we
shall see that while the responses of aggregate nonemployment to labor
taxes are similar, the two aggregation theories promote different views
about the types of workers we should expect not to be working and
when.

To economize on notation in the next two sections, we set benefits
p = 0, with the understanding that were we to include a nonemployment
benefit like the one in this section, i.e., as an entitlement to compensa-
tion for time not worked up to some threshold h, p would continue to
augment the tax wedge as in (5). Therefore, in our quest to understand
how that high labor supply elasticity depends on the market structure,
i.e., the aggregation theory, that underpins it, it suffices to focus on the
p = 0 case. However, in section 6 we return to the issue of social insur-
ance when discussing what to make out of the forces behind Prescott's
high aggregate labor supply elasticity.

3 Aggregation Theories: Time Averaging and Lotteries

In this section we show that without human capital, lotteries and time-
averaging-with-savings give similar outcomes at the aggregate level,
and in an ex-ante sense at the individual level too. In contrast, when
work leads to human capital accumulation, lotteries give an allocation
that differs from, and in terms of ex ante utility is superior to, the one
attained with time averaging. But in section 4, we show that, despite
these differences in outcomes when there is human capital, the responses
of nonemployment to labor tax changes are quantitatively similar under
both employment lotteries and time-averaging with incomplete mar-
kets. Thus, we conclude that the Hansen-Rogerson aggregation theory
that Prescott (2002) emphasizes is not really necessary for his quantita-
tive results. The high value at which he calibrates the disutility of labor
makes nonemployment just as sensitive to after tax real wages under
time-averaging as it is with lotteries.
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We study two arrangements that allow an individual to attain a
smooth consumption path when he faces a zero-one labor supply indi-
visibility at each moment. One arrangement was proposed by Hansen
(1985) and Rogerson (1988), namely, an employment lottery supple-
mented with perfect consumption insurance. Another arrangement
was discussed by Jones (1988) and Mulligan (2001) and allows an indi-
vidual who alternates between spells of work and leisure to achieve
intertemporal consumption smoothing by engaging in risk-free bor-
rowing and lending subject to a "natural" borrowing constraint.13 Sub-
sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe a basic labor market participation decision
and a static lottery model, respectively; while subsections 3.3 and 3.4
set forth dynamics models without and with lotteries, respectively, all
in a physical environment purposefully set up so that all intertempo-
ral tie-ins come from the presence of the employment indivisibility. In
particular, in all of these subsections, there is no opportunity to acquire
human capital. Although there is an indeterminacy in designing lotter-
ies in the dynamic economy, comparable outcomes can emerge regard-
less of the presence of lotteries in the dynamic environment.

Subsections 3.5 and 3.6 study the dynamic models without and with
lotteries, respectively, in an environment that allows human capital
acquisition. Now the outcomes from the two market structures differ.
Relative to the lotteries arrangement, the isolated-individual intertem-
poral smoothing model gives worse allocations: Depending on param-
eter values, an individual consumes either too much or too little. The
human capital acquisition technology confronts the 'invisible hand' or
planner with a "mother of all indivisibilities" and, if lotteries are avail-
able, causes the planner to preside over a dual labor market in which
some people specialize in work and others in leisure. While this out-
come mimics outcomes in Europe in the sense that a significant fraction
of workers seem to have withdrawn from labor market activity for long
spells, it differs from what is going on in Europe because in the model
such "careers" that specialize in leisure are not carried on at government
expense, as many of them seem to be in Europe. Throughout this section,
we set labor taxes to zero. Section 4 adds taxes to the analysis.

3.1 A Static Participation Decision Model

As a warmup, consider a setting in which a person chooses c > 0 and n
e {0,1} to maximize

u(c) - v(n) (10)
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subject to c < wn where u is strictly concave, increasing, and twice con-
tinuously differentiable and v is increasing, and, by a normalization,
satisfies v(0) = 0. The following equation determines a reservation wage
w:

A person chooses to work if and only iiw>w.
In this and all the other models with indivisible labor that we pres-

ent below, v(0) and v(l) are the only relevant aspects of v. However, the
curvature of u will be important.

3.2 A Static Lotteries Model

Each of a continuum of ex ante identical workers indexed by
/ e [0,1] has preferences ordered by (10). A planner (or stand-in house-
hold) chooses an employment, consumption plan that respects n> e {0,
1} and that maximizes

j f o j j ' d j (11)

subject to

c'di<w\ n'dj.
Jo ' Jo

The planner assigns consumption c to each individual; and adminis-
ters a lottery that exposes each individual;' to an identical probability
(j) = j* n'dj of working. Letting B = v(l), the planner chooses (c, 0) to
maximize

u(c) - B<p

subject to c = w(f), a problem whose solution satisfies the first-order con-
dition

u\(fjfw) = B/w (12)

that evidently determines the fraction (p of people working as a func-
tion of the wage w, the utility of consumption «(•), and the disutility of
work. Ex post, the utility of those who work is u(c) - v(l) and of those
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who do not is u{c) - v(0). Thus, the winners of the employment lottery
are assigned to leisure.

From now on, we let u(c) = In c to simplify some formulas.

3.3 An Individual Time Averaging Model

Mulligan (2001) pointed out that the passage of time and the oppor-
tunity to borrow and lend can generate outcomes similar to those
supported by the social arrangements of an employment lottery plus
complete consumption insurance. Mulligan's idea is that with enough
time, averaging over time can imitate the lottery's averaging across
events.14 We guarantee that there is enough time by making time con-
tinuous.

A worker chooses ct, nt, t e [0,1], ct > 0, nt e {0,1} to maximize

JY* [In ct-Bnt]dt (13)

subject to

fe-rt(vmt-ct)dt>0 (14)

where 8 > 0 and r > 0. We focus on the case r = 5. The solution of this
problem equates consumption to the level (12) that emerges in the static
lotteries problem, namely,

ct = c= w/B, (15)

and makes the present value of the individual's labor supply over
[0,1] satisfy:

~rtntdt = c | e~rtdt. (16)

The right side is the present value of consumption. The left side, the
present value of wages, restricts the 'discounted time' spent working,
I1 e~rtntdt, but leaves its allocation over time indeterminate. Since S =
r, the individual with preference specification (13) is also indifferent
between these alternative labor allocations. For example, the individ-
ual is indifferent between working steadily for the first A moments and
working steadily for the last A moments, provided that A and A satisfy
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Of course, many other employment patterns also work, including
ones that "chatter" by having the worker rapidly move back and forth
between employment and leisure.15

3.4 An Intertemporal Lotteries Model

Now consider a continuum j e [0, 1] of ex ante identical workers like
those in subsection 3.3. A planner chooses a consumption and employ-
ment allocation cj > 0, n> e {0,1} to maximize

(17)

subject to

f] (18)
Thus, the planner can borrow and lend at an instantaneous rate r. We
again assume that r = 8. The planner solves this problem by setting
c'l - c~t for all/ € [0,1] and 0( = \\n\d], exposing each household at time
t to a lottery that sends him to work with probability 0(. The planner
chooses ct and (pt to maximize

[lnct-B0Jrff (19)

subject to

fQe-rt[w<l>t-ct]dt>0. (20)

This is obviously equivalent to problem (13)-(14). It follows that there are
many intertemporal lottery patterns that support the optimal consump-
tion allocation c> = w/B. Only the present value of time spent working is
determined. Among the alternative types of lotteries that work are these:

1. One lottery before time 0: Before time 0, the planner can randomize over
a constant fraction of people ^ who are assigned to work for every t e
[0,1], and a fraction 1-0 who are asked to specialize in leisure, where 0
is chosen to satisfy the planner's intertemporal budget constraint (20).

2. A lottery at each t: At each time t e [0,1], the planner can run a lottery
that sends a time invariant fraction 0 to work and a fraction 1 - 0 to
leisure.
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3. Another lottery at each t: At each time t G [0, 1], the planner can run
a lottery that sends a fraction (pt to work and 1 - <pt to leisure at instant
t, where <j)t is free to be any function that satisfies the planner's inter-
temporal budget constraint (20). Only the present value of </>t is deter-
mined.

The indeterminacy among such lotteries evaporates in the next sec-
tion when by adding human capital we confront people with career
choices.

3.5 Time Averaging with Human Capital

We return to an isolated consumer who copes with the instantaneous
labor supply indivisibility by borrowing and lending. We alter the
consumer's choice set in the model of subsection 3.3 by adding a very
simple technology that describes how work experience promotes the
accumulation of human capital. Where h e (0,1), the household's bud-
get constraint is now

fe-rt[wy/(ht)nt-ct]dt>0 (21)

where

ht=\[nsds (22)

[H > 1 if ht > h .

Two solutions interest us:

• A corner solution in which (h, B, H) are such that the person chooses
to set )lntdt < h. In this case, the model becomes equivalent with the
model of subsection 3.3. The individual chooses to set

c = wB~l (24)

and to work a present value of time at a low skilled wage that is suf-
ficient to support this constant level of consumption.

• An interior solution for which (h, B, H) are such that the household
chooses to set h < \lndt < 1; i.e., the household chooses to become high
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skilled but also to enjoy some leisure. In such an interior solution, con-
sumption ct = 'c will satisfy

c = zvHB-\ (25)

Time spent working when unskilled and skilled satisfy

-rtdt = wU\-rtn\dt + H\\-rtnfdt\ (26)

where

,. flifn,=landft,<^ ( 2 7 )

[0 otherwise

and

n»Jl\fnt = landht>h ( 2 g )

JO otherwise

The first term on the right side of (26) is the marginal product of a low
productivity person times the present value of the time that a worker
works when unskilled. The second term is the marginal product of a
high productivity person times the present value of working time when
skilled.

Backloading: When r = 8 > 0 and (h, B, H) call for a solution that is
interior in the sense that 1 > \lntdt > h, the problem of maximizing (13)
subject to (21) and (22) has the following solution. There exists an s that
solves

(•1 I rs+h f l I
r[ e-rtdt = w\ I e-rtdt + H\ e~rtdt\
Jo |_Js Js+h J

and such that the household sets nt = 0 for t < s and nt = 1 for t > s.
Thus, the household 'back loads' all of its work and takes leisure early.
To understand why this is the solution, consider the disutility of work
associated with this solution:

~rtdt. (29)

Starting from this allocation, consider a perturbation in which the
household supplies some labor earlier and takes some leisure later, but
keeps the disutility of labor fixed at B. Because of discounting, such a
shift allows the household to work less total time over the interval [0,1]
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(i.e., \]ntdt would be smaller), but involves working a smaller proportion
of its time as a high skill worker. That would lower the present value
of income associated with a given disutility of labor and so is subopti-
mal.

3.6 Lotteries with Human Capital

Now suppose that a planner designs a consumption sharing plan and
an intertemporal employment lottery to maximize (17) subject to

f e~rf j 1 [ivy{hi )n\ - c\ ]dj dt>0 (30)

where each household; has the skill accumulation technology described
in subsection 3.5.

A perturbation argument leads to the conclusion that the planner
administers a life-time employment lottery once and for all before time
0 and assigns a fraction 0 of people to work always (n/ = 1 for all t e
[0, 1] for these unlucky people) and a fraction 1 - 0 always to enjoy
leisure {nj = 0 for all t e [0, 1] for these lucky ones).16 The planner's
problem then becomes to choose c and 0 e [0,1] to maximize

subject to

^ + HjV^l>cjV r tdf . (31)

An interior solution sets 0 to satisfy

-c\\-e~r\l' r = (t>w\\\-rtdt + FL\yrtdt\. (32)

Consumption c satisfies

K} < 3 3 )

3.6.1 Comparison of Outcomes In the individual time averag-
ing model of subsection 3.5, when {h, B, H) are such that the worker
chooses the corner solution \l

Qntdt < h (i.e., he chooses not to acquire
skills), consumption given by (24) is less than given in formula (33)
for the lotteries economy. But when {h, B, H) are such that the worker
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chooses an interior solution \1
Qnt > h (i.e., he chooses to acquire skills),

his consumption level under time-averaging (25) exceeds that attained
in (33) under lotteries. It follows that in the model with human capi-
tal, lotteries significantly change allocations relative to the individual
time averaging model. In the presence of human capital, the lottery
model supports an allocation with a higher ex ante utility than can be
attained by having the individual alternate between work and leisure
and smooth consumption by borrowing and lending. It does so by con-
vexifying a "mother of all indivisibilities," the decision to acquire skills
over individual lifetimes.

4 Taxation under Time Averaging versus Lotteries

We add labor taxation and lump sum government transfers to the model
of section 3 and regard it as describing a small open economy. The gov-
ernment and the agents borrow and lend at the exogenous interest rate
r. We continue to focus on the case r = 8. Furthermore, for expositional
simplicity, we set r = 8= 0 so that the discounted times above now equal
fractions of an individual's time endowment over the unit interval. Let
OfllI£ and O/0tf denote the fraction of time spent working under time aver-
aging and lotteries, respectively: Ofl^ = \]ntdt and Olott = \fydt.

The government levies a tax rate t on labor income and balances its
budget over the unit interval of time by returning all tax revenues to
the agents as equal per-capita lump sum transfers. Let T be the present
value of all lump sum transfers to an agent.

4.1 Taxation without Human Capital

The results of sections 3.3 and 3.4 lead us to anticipate correctly that
without human capital, taxation has identical effects on the aggregate
labor supply under time averaging and lotteries, i.e., Q>avg = O'°" = O.
Specifically, the budget constraints in (14) and (18) become

( 1 - T ) W < D - C + T > 0 , (34)

and, corresponding to our earlier first-order condition (15) at an
interior solution, the optimal consumption level under taxation
satisfies

c={l-r)wB-\ (35)
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After substituting (34) into (35) and invoking T = TWO, the equilibrium
labor supply is

O = min{(l-T)B-1
/1}/ (36)

where we have explicitly included the possibility of a corner solution
with O = 1.

Figure 3.2 depicts nonemployment, 1 - 3>, as a function of the tax rate,
T, and the preference parameter for the disutility of working, B.17

4.2 Taxation with Human Capital and Lotteries

It is easy to modify our earlier analysis of the model with lotteries and
human capital to include taxes. With taxation and r = 0, the expressions
for the budget constraint (31) and the optimality condition (33) at an
interior solution in section 3.6 are modified to become

(1 - r)w[h + (1 - h)HWott - c + T > 0, (37)

and

c = (1 - T)w[h + (1 - tyHW1. (38)

After substituting (37) in (38), and invoking T = rw[h + (1 - /z)H]O;°", the
equilibrium labor supply is

0'ott = min{(l - T)B-\ 1}. (39)

Figure 3.3 illustrates an equilibrium outcome when the tax rate is
such that the stand-in household chooses an interior solution to its
labor supply.

4.3 Taxation with Human Capital and Time Averaging

Substantially more interesting possibilities emerge with time averag-
ing. Depending on the parameterization and the tax rate, there are three
constellations of outcomes: (1) for low tax rates, everyone chooses to
become skilled, <X>fl"? e [h, 1]; (2) for somewhat higher tax rates, equi-
libria have the property that a fraction of people choose to become
skilled and the remainder choose to stay unskilled; and (3) for a highest
range of tax rates, no one chooses to become skilled, O"^ e (0, h). These
outcomes are depicted in figures 3.4 and 3.5. In the middle region, the
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Figure 3.2
Nonemployment Effects of Taxation in the Absence of Human Capital, for Different Val-
ues of the Preference Parameter for the Disutility of Working (B).

invisible hand uses the fraction of people who choose to work long
enough to become skilled as an equilibrating variable.

As we shall see, in the first and third regions, the derivative of aggre-
gate nonemployment to labor taxes is the same as in the lotteries model.
However, in the middle region, nonemployment is actually even more
responsive to taxes than it is in the lotteries model because the frac-
tion of people who choose to work long enough to acquire high skills
decreases as taxes increase.

Taxation and lump-sum transfers alter the household's budget con-
straint (21)to

>avg -h}H]-c +T >0. (40)

4.3.1 Low Tax Rates: Everyone Chooses to Become Skilled Corre-
sponding to the first-order condition (25) at an interior solution, the
optimal consumption level satisfies

C={1-T)WHB~\

and consumption c" satisfies budget constraint (40),

(41)
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0.4 0.6
Nonemployment

Figure 3.3
Equilibrium Outcome in the Lottery Model with Human Capital for Tax Rate r = 0.40.
The solid line is the stand-in household's budget constraint. The dashed curve is the
economy's resource constraint when a fraction O of agents specialize in working. Under
zero taxation, it is identical to the stand-in household's budget constraint, but not
otherwise. The equilibrium allocation is marked by a circle. The dotted line depicts
the indifference curve that is attained by agents. The expected value of their leisure is
recorded on the X-axis. The parameter values are B = 1, h = 0.5 and H = 2, with normaliza-
tion w = 1.

c = (1 - r)w[h + (O81* - h)H] + T = w[h + ( O ^ - h)H], (42)

where the second equality invokes government budget balance with
tax revenues equal to lump-sum transfers. After substituting (41) in
(42), the equilibrium labor supply is given by

h{\ - H"1), 1}. (43)

Note that the labor supply exceeds the lottery outcome and that the dif-
ference is increasing in the time it takes to accumulate skills, h, and the
magnitude of the skill premium, H. But please note that when every-
one chooses to become skilled, the derivatives of the labor supply with
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(a) r = 0.10
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0.4 0.6
Nonemployment

(b) r = 0.40

Figure 3.4
Equilibrium Outcomes in the Time Averaging Model with Human Capital for Tax Rates
r e {0.10, 0.40, 0.60, 0.90}. The solid line is the agent's budget constraint and the equilib-
rium allocation is marked by a circle. The dotted line depicts the indifference curve that is
attained. The dashed curve is the economy's resource constraint when all agents supply
the same amount of labor (which is identical to an agent's budget constraint under zero
taxation). The parameter values are B = 1, h = 0.5, and H = 2, with normalization w = \.
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(c) r = 0.60

0.8
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(d) r = 0.90

Figure 3.4 (continued)
Equilibrium Outcomes in the Time Averaging Model with Human Capital for Tax Rates
re {0.10, 0.40, 0.60, 0.90}. The solid line is the agent's budget constraint and the equilib-
rium allocation is marked by a circle. The dotted line depicts the indifference curve that
is attained. The dashed curve is the economy's resource constraint when all agents
supply the same amount of labor (which is identical to an agent's budget constraint
under zero taxation). The parameter values are B = 1, h = 0.5, and H = 2, with normaliza-
tion w = 1.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Tax rate

Figure 3.5
Nonemployment Effects of Taxation in Models with Human Capital. The dashed and
solid lines represent the lottery model and the time averaging model, respectively. In the
time averaging model, everyone (no one) chooses to become skilled when the tax rate is
lower (higher) than 0.45 (0.88); while some but not all choose to become skilled when the
tax rate falls in the intermediate range [0.45, 0.88]. The parameter values are B = 1, h - 0.5,
and H = 2, with normalization iv = 1.

respect to the tax rate are equal in the time-averaging and lottery mod-
els (except when &11'8 = 1 and cD/o" < 1). This feature is reflected in the low
tax region of figure 3.5.

4.3.2 Higher Tax Rates: Some Choose to Become Skilled, Others Do
Not Panel (c) of figure 3.4 illustrates that the highest attainable indif-
ference curve might have two tangency points with the kinked budget
constraint. In fact, that must be the case for intermediate tax rates.

Consider an equilibrium with two interior life-time career choices:
(c, O_flps) and (c+, O+" )̂ where 0 < <&_avs <h< <5>+

avz < 1. These allocations
must be such that they yield the same life-time utilities,

Inc . - BO'y = In c+ - BO^; (44)

and satisfy the agent's first-order conditions,
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c_=(l-r)wB~\ (45)

c+=(l-t)HwB-\ (46)

When evaluated at those allocations, the agent's budget constraint must
hold with equality,

, (47)

c+ = (1 - T)W[O7 + (H - l)(O7 - h)] + T. (48)

From (44) we get

O^); (49)

(45) and (46) imply

^ = H, (50)
c_

H-1); (51)

while (47) and (48) yield an alternative expression for the consumption
differential

c+ - c_ = (1 - T M $ 7 - <T* + (H - l)(O7 - h)]. (52)

From (51) and (52) we get

- <&m8) = (H -1)[1 - B(O7 - /z)]. (53)

After substituting (50) and (53) into (49), we obtain an expression for
the labor supply that does not depend on the tax rate,

(54)&:=B + h ,
B(H-l)

and the value for <&aZg can then be solved from (53),

(55)
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4.3.3 The Highest Tax Rates: No One Chooses to Become Skilled This
equilibrium class looks just like the equilibrium without human
capital that we studied in section 4.1.

5 Synopsis of a General Equilibrium Analysis

Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006a) extend our comparison of employment
lotteries and time-averaging to a closed-economy stochastic general
equilibrium setting that includes physical capital, stochastic skill accu-
mulation, and aging. Relative to our models in sections 3 and 4, those
extensions enhance heterogeneity among agents and create more dif-
ferences in the identities of the nonemployed workers across the lotter-
ies and time-averaging models.18

The models have stochastic transitions among three age groups,
young, old, and retired workers. There is a stochastic skill accumula-
tion technology between high and low skills that allows deterioration
as well as enhancement of skills. Individuals save claims on capital that
enters an economy-wide production function. There is a flat rate tax on
earnings from labor, which equal a wage times a skill level. An indivisi-
blity in labor supply is convexified either by employment lotteries or
individual time-averaging.

The employment lotteries and time-averaging versions of the model
share the same striking implication of the section 4 model that the quan-
titative responses of aggregate nonemployment to labor tax increases are
quantitatively similar, thus reconfirming our findings about the insen-
sitivity of aggregate outcomes to the "aggregation theory." However,
there are substantial differences in the characteristics of those who work
less as taxes increase in the lotteries and the time-averaging versions of
the models. As taxes increase at low tax rates, the employment lotteries
model assigns more and more old workers with low skills to specialize
in leisure, while the equilibrium outcome in the time-averaging model is
that more and more old workers with high skills stop working. At higher
tax rates, as taxes increase, the employment lotteries model assigns more
and more young workers with low skills to specialize in life-long lei-
sure, while in the time-averaging model the outcome is that more young
workers with high skills stop working. In the time-averaging model, a
worker's age, skill, and accumulated financial assets interact with tax
rates to determine when to retire. Thus, in the time-averaging model,
labor tax rates work by affecting the when-to-retire margin.
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We shall refer to some of these results again in subsection 6.5 when
we come back to address the question "Do taxes explain European non-
employment?"

6 Practical Implications of the Models

To summarize what to make of our theoretical findings, this section (1)
describes how it is impossible to include social insurance with the high
benefit levels observed in Europe while maintaining the high disutility
of labor favored by Prescott; (2) summarizes what delivers that high
labor supply elasticity in the lotteries and the time-averaging model;
(3) compares calibration strategies for that disutility in the lotteries and
time-averaging models without benefits; (4) criticizes some of the evi-
dence Prescott used to justify setting a high disutility parameter; and
(5) answers "no" to the question "Do taxes explain European nonem-
ployment"?

6.1 Social Insurance Is Problematic

Prescott (2002, p. 9) summarized his findings by saying: "I find it remark-
able that virtually all of the large difference in labor supply between
France and the United States is due to differences in tax systems. I
expected institutional constraints on the operation of labor markets and
the nature of the nonemployment benefit system to be more important."
Because generous social insurance is indeed a pervasive phenomenon
in Europe, accounting for cross-country employment differences with
any model that ignores it is naturally subject to the suspicion that one
has miscast other parameters in order to fit the employment observa-
tions. Figure 3.1 confirms that suspicion about the stand-in household
model with complete markets and employment lotteries.19

Rogerson (2006a) adds social insurance to a stand-in household
model and interprets it as a subsidy to leisure: "unemployment insur-
ance programs, social security programs and traditional welfare pro-
grams all involve a transfer of resources that is conditional on not
engaging in market work and hence implicitly involve marginal subsi-
dies to leisure." We like Rogerson's description especially as it pertains
to Europe, but we question the way that he implicitly sets replacement
rates for European social insurance programs. Referring to Prescott
(2004), Rogerson calibrates the preference parameter a in the stand-in
household's utility function (1) so that h = 1/3 at the U.S. tax level, then
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assumes that h = 1 in budget constraint (2). The replacement rate p is
implicitly determined by his assumptions about government taxes and
tax revenues. In a key calibration that provides an explanation for why
hours of work in Continental Europe are only 2/3 of those in the United
States, Rogerson assumed that both economies hand back lump-sum the
tax revenues raised by the U.S. level of taxes, while the 20 percentage
points incremental taxation in Continental Europe are used to finance
the subsidy to leisure. A back-of-the-envelope calculation then yields a
replacement rate of 15 percent.20 The low replacement rate that he cali-
brates is much lower than the replacement rates estimated by Martin
(1996), which are more than 50 percent. Figure 3.1 tells why Rogerson
wants a low replacement rate.

When it comes to understanding cross-country differences in employ-
ment and nonemployment, social insurance seems to be the Achilles'
heel of models that have a high labor supply elasticity. Nevertheless,
let's temporarily set aside the troublesome issue of social insurance and
explore what our analysis in sections 3 and 4 has taught us about the
forces behind Prescott's high aggregate labor supply elasticity.

6.2 Time Averaging versus Lotteries

As reviewed in section 2.4, Prescott (2006) assigns great importance
to Rogerson's model of employment lotteries as a theory of aggrega-
tion. But taking our cue from Mulligan (2001), we have shown that this
aggregation theory is not necessary for Prescott's results.21 In a model
without human capital and no uncertainty, households can attain the
same allocations by alternating between spells of employment and non-
employment and relying on private savings to smooth consumption.
This is good news for Prescott's tax analysis because his assumption of
complete markets with employment lotteries has been questioned and
occasionally deemed incredible.

But the pertinence of the employment lotteries model for Prescott's
tax results reemerges when we add a human capital acquisition tech-
nology. Like the choice of either working full-time or not at all in
Rogerson's (1988) static model, career choices in a dynamic model
with human capital accumulation introduce a kind of indivisibility.
The individual who accumulates human capital reaps the returns
on that investment by working. By way of contrast, in an economy
with employment lotteries and complete markets, the efficient alloca-
tion is one where some individuals pursue labor careers while others
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specialize in providing leisure to the stand-in household. This is accom-
plished through a grand lottery for newborn workers that grants the
same ex ante utility to everyone but dooms the losers of the lottery to
life-long labor careers.22

In the absence of employment lotteries, individuals are on one side
or the other of the expected consumption-leisure tradeoff in the lottery
economy. The individual consumes less if returns on human capital are
too low to compensate him for bearing the disutility of supplying the
labor needed to acquire human capital all by himself. The random assign-
ment of labor in the lottery allocation implies a more favorable expected
tradeoff that could very well justify human capital investments by the
community. In contrast, an isolated individual works and consumes
more only if returns on human capital are high enough to spur careers
with human capital acquisition, because then his optimality condition
will favor a longer working life as compared to the average labor supply
in the lottery allocation that smooths the indivisibility of labor careers.

The different allocations supported by time averaging versus lotteries
have implications for the employment effects of taxation. For example,
if the equilibria without taxation are characterized by a corner solution
with full employment, successive increases in taxation will first reduce
employment in the economy with employment lotteries while the labor
supply in the economy with time averaging is more robust. The reason
is that individuals who have accumulated human capital in the time-
averaging economy view the investment as a sunk cost and are unwill-
ing to surrender the returns on those sunk investments by shortening
their careers. The lottery economy does not exhibit this feature because
the lotteries have convexified labor careers so that the losers pursue
life-long careers and any substitution toward leisure shows up in the
number of winners who specialize in leisure. However, if we suppose
that individuals in the time-averaging economy do choose to shorten
their careers in response to taxation, then the marginal employment
effects of taxes are identical to those of the lottery economy (and even
surpass those when taxes become so high that they compel some indi-
viduals to give up on human capital accumulation altogether). Hence,
how the disutility of working is calibrated is crucial for understanding
how taxes affect those career choices.

6.3 Calibration of the Disutility of Working

In the first business cycle model with Rogerson's (1988) aggregation
theory, Hansen (1985) took the calibration of a model with divisible
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labor as a starting point for calibrating the disutility of working. Spe-
cifically, the model with divisible labor was calibrated to match "the
observation that individuals spend 1/3 of their time engaged in market
activities and 2/3 of their time in non-market activities." After impos-
ing the same steady-state hours of work across the models, Hansen
arrived at a calibration for the disutility of working in the model with
indivisible labor.

An alternative to matching the fraction of households' total hours
devoted to work is taken by Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993), who
calibrate the disutility of working to "produce an employment to pop-
ulation ratio equal to .6." For an economy with indivisible labor and
employment lotteries, it would seem that the latter calibration target
is the proper one. In any case, the two approaches share the important
outcome that target observations imply calibrations to interior solu-
tions for the stand-in household's labor supply. We understand that
those interior solutions define what Prescott (2006, p. 221) refers to as
"the empirically interesting cases."

The model with employment lotteries prompts us to try to match
snapshots of averages in the population. The time-averaging model
tells us instead to focus on matching household outcomes over time.
The labor services performed by individuals determine their dispos-
able incomes and consumption rates in the time-averaging model,
while they don't in the stand-in household model because of the exten-
sive state-contingent consumption insurance. Hence, it is important
from the perspective of the time-averaging model to study the distribu-
tion of labor supply across individuals while, in the stand-in household
model, we can just sum up the labor supplied by all individuals and
focus on aggregates.23 In our time-averaging model, taxes impact labor
supply by shortening individuals' labor careers. Besides the effects of
differences in the subjective rate of discount and the market interest
rate, the simple model has little to say about the timing of nonemploy-
ment spells—front loading ("youth nonemployment"), back loading
("early retirement") or intermittent shorter spells of nonemployment.
However, as summarized in section 5, our numerical analysis of a
related stochastic general equilibrium model with human capital accu-
mulation in Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006a) suggests that taxes cause
early retirement.

The model without employment lotteries raises the question: What
should be the calibration target for the length of labor careers? Some
might argue that the large number of people working until the legis-
lated retirement age suggests a corner solution and the disutility of
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working should be calibrated accordingly. Needless to say, such a cali-
bration would mute the employment effects of taxation.24 Others might
suggest that the employment effects of taxation manifest themselves
largely as having one of two spouses in a household curtail his/her
labor career. Hence, the disutility of working should be calibrated to
reflect household composition in the economy.

Much remains to be learned from explicit models of the family, such
as the collective labor supply model of Chiappori (1992). However, one
immediate implication of changing the perspective from models with
a stand-in household to models of nuclear families without employ-
ment lotteries is the additional empirical evidence that needs to be
addressed before one can declare any theoretical success in explaining
cross-country differences in employment. The evidence that we present
below does not look particularly promising for the tax explanation of
European nonemployment.

6.4 Prescott's Evidence for a High Labor Supply Elasticity

Prescott (2006) emphasizes that a high labor supply elasticity is neces-
sary to reproduce business cycles of the magnitude and nature observed.
He says that compelling corroborating evidence for a high aggregate
elasticity can be found in observations on employment and tax rates
across countries and across time, as studied and modeled by Prescott
(2004), who is particularly successful reproducing the observed differ-
ences between France and Germany, on the one hand, and the United
States, on the other. Given that French and German tax rates in table
3.1 increased by 10 and 7 percentage points, respectively, the aggregate
labor supply elasticity must indeed be very high if tax changes are to
explain the plummeting employment in these countries.25 In addition

Table 3.1
Empirical Estimates of Tax Rates (Prescott 2004, Table 2) and Benefit Dependency Rates in
the Population Aged 15 to 64 (OECD 2003, Table 4.1)

Empirical Estimates Benefit Dependency Rates in
of Tax Rates the Working-Age Population

1970-74 1993-96 1980 1999

United States 0.40 0.40 0.168 0.137

France 0.49 0.59 0.139 0.242

Germany 0.52 0.59 0.152 0.224
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to being an example of a successful application of the growth model
with a stand-in household, Prescott interprets the theory's ability to
rationalize those outcomes as evidence for a high labor supply elastic-
ity. The high labor supply elasticity is the key ingredient that makes real
business cycle theory work and that also explains the dramatic fall in
European employment.

Prescott suggests that one reason that earlier microeconomic stud-
ies failed to find a high labor supply elasticity is that they ignored
human capital investments. He refers to a study of Imai and Keane
(2004) for substantiation. Imai and Keane analyze how a human capital
acquisition technology can reconcile a rather flat life-cycle labor sup-
ply path with a high labor supply elasticity, which they estimate to be
3.8. Prescott takes comfort in this high elasticity. But there is another
implication that emerges with human capital accumulation and that is
more troublesome for real business cycle theory. Specifically, the pres-
ence of human capital weakens the link between the curvature param-
eter on the disutility of working and the optimal response of workers
with these preferences to fluctuations in the wage rate. Imai and Keane
(2004, figure 8) forcefully illustrate this with a computational experi-
ment that imposes a temporary wage increase of 2 percent and finds
that at age 20 a person with that 3.8 elasticity parameter would respond
by increasing hours by only 0.6 percent. As Imai and Keane explain, the
presence of human capital adds a term representing the continuation
value to what had been an intratemporal marginal condition for moment
t labor supply in models without human capital; the presence of this
term means that the wage understates a worker's value of time, espe-
cially a young worker's. The response of hours to a temporary wage
jump increases with age, especially towards the end of a career. Hence,
the inclusion of human capital investments in real business cycle mod-
els might increase the aggregate labor supply elasticity but it would be
at odds with the business-cycle fact that most variations in hours are
borne by young rather than old workers.26 Once again, this highlights
the new set of interesting issues that arise when we abandon Prescott's
aggregation theory and his stand-in household.

Although Imai and Keane (2004) offer no simulations of the employ-
ment effects of taxation, their estimated model could conceivably
support Prescott's assertion of potent employment effects of taxes.
Relevant for our analysis of the extensive margin in labor supply, the
estimated age-hours path by Imai and Keane (2004, figure 3) predicts
a sharp acceleration of retirement already at the age of 50. While we
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have yet to observe the actual retirement of the cohort in their study,
this prediction is clearly at odds with past data from the United States
where retirement peaks have been recorded at the ages of 62 and 65.
See, for example, the study of Rust and Phelan (1997), who attribute the
observed past retirement behavior to the U.S. Social Security and Medi-
care insurance systems—institutions that are not modeled by Imai and
Keane (2004). Despite our skepticism of their forecast of an imminent
early retirement boom in the United States, we fully agree with Imai
and Keane's emphasis on the importance of modeling human capi-
tal accumulation when attempting to understand individuals' labor
supply.

6.5 Do Taxes Explain European Nonemployment?

Prescott's (2002) explanation of today's 30-percent difference in labor
input per working-age person in France relative to the U.S. posits a
tax differential of 20 percentage points. From a time series perspective,
Prescott (2004) finds that his theory is especially successful in explain-
ing changes over time for the two large Continental European coun-
tries—France and Germany—that have increased their taxes by 10
and 7 percentage points, respectively, between the early 1970s and the
mid-1990s when the U.S. tax rate remained constant (see table 3.1). But
this means that half of today's tax differential between France and Ger-
many versus the United States was already in place in the early 1970s
when hours worked were similar across these countries. As described
in section 2.3, to explain why those already large early tax differen-
tials did not lower European employment relative to the United States,
Prescott estimated a French-German consumption-output ratio that
was significantly depressed relative to that of the United States. Hence,
variation in consumption-output ratios over time and across countries,
not explained by the theory, contributes substantially to the success of
Prescott's account. We have nothing to say about this exogenous factor
and instead turn to discuss how we might go about seeking further
evidence about the particular individuals that the theory predicts to be
nonemployed.

In section 5, the lotteries and time averaging versions of the stochas-
tic general equilibrium model with human capital accumulation have
some deceptively appealing implications about nonemployment. In the
lotteries model, the efficient allocation prescribes making older workers
who have had disadvantageous labor careers the first to be furloughed
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into nonemployment as labor taxes rise. This implication seems to con-
form to some evidence about employment problems among displaced
European workers.27 However, the next wave of individuals that the
lottery allocation furloughs into nonemployment as taxes rise higher is
less convincing—new labor market entrants who are assigned to spe-
cialize in leisure for the rest of their lives. At- explained in sections 3
and 4 with a nonstochastic human capital accumulation technology the
acquisition of human capital gives rise to an endogenous indivisibility
in labor careers that the stand-in household convexifies by allocating
individuals either to life-long work or to life-long leisure. However, this
counterfactual outcome disappears when we replace lotteries with time
averaging. The time averaging model has the robust implication that
individuals respond to higher taxes by shortening their labor careers.
Furthermore, in our stochastic general equilibrium model, the increase
in leisure takes place at the end of workers' labor careers. Figure 3.6
depicts substantial empirical support for that account. The employ-
ment-population rates are remarkably similar between Europe and the
United States for ages 30-50 years. The young and the old account for
the deficiencies in European employment.

But isn't the observed incidence of nonemployment among the old
exactly what is predicted by our time averaging version of Prescott's tax
model? Yes, but unfortunately there is a serious mismatch between the

60

Figure 3.6
Employment Relative to the United States by Age in 2000 (Rogerson 2006b, Figure 37).
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arrangement that the theory uses to pay for those "early retirements"
and what actually prevails in Europe. The theory states erroneously that
the workers finance their nonemployment with either private insur-
ance (in the lotteries model) or private savings (in the time averaging
model). But as is well known, the nonemployed in the welfare states of
Europe are to a large extent financed with government supplied ben-
efits. Table 3.1 depicts how the benefit dependency rate in the working-
age population has changed between 1980 and 1999. The largest benefit
programs in 1999 were disability, unemployment, and early retirement.
The European welfare states have created dual economies that divide
households into those who are gainfully employed and those who are
inactive and living on government supplied benefits. The OECD (2005,
figure SS3.1) reports that in 2000 the number of persons living in house-
holds with a working-age head where no one works accounted for 11.1
percent and 16.1 percent of the total population in France and Germany,
respectively, versus only 4.9 percent in the United States.

While there are no government supplied inactivity benefits in Prescott's
(2002, 2004) model, it is important to recognize that the employment
effects of taxes hinge critically on the government's returning the tax
revenues as lump sum transfers to the households. Those transfers are
vast. Their sheer magnitude makes the cost of the progressive propos-
als made by some interest groups, especially in Europe, who want the
government to guarantee modest levels of a citizen's income, or "basic
income," pale by comparison.28

7 Concluding Remarks

We answer "no" to the question "Do taxes explain European nonem-
ployment?" When we modify Prescott's model to incorporate the gen-
erous social insurance that European governments offer their citizens
to protect them from periods of nonemployment, the fit of the model
deteriorates. We conclude by sketching an alternative view of Euro-
pean nonemployment and by emphasizing three basic messages of our
analysis.

7.1 Our Alternative Vision

To explain cross-country differences in employment rates, we advocate
using a model that includes the following features that are missing or
different from the model in Prescott (2002): (1) a much lower disutility
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of labor than chosen by Prescott; (2) other activities like unemployment,
disability, and old-age retirement in addition to the two activities, labor
and leisure, that are included in Prescott's model; (3) government-sup-
plied inactivity benefits; and (4) tax revenues that are not handed back
lump-sum but rather are used to finance public goods and inactivity
benefits.

Feature (1) will obviously help make the alternative framework com-
patible with feature (3), i.e., the fact that Europe has generous social
insurance. Feature (4) will also help by reactivating the negative income
effect of taxation that Prescott disarmed when he assumed that all tax
revenues are handed back lump sum to households. Under our alterna-
tive assumption, tax revenues are used to finance public good that are
imperfect substitutes for private consumption and to pay for inactiv-
ity benefits that, in an equilibrium, are conferred on "marginalized"
groups of the population. In such an equilibrium, the high taxes of
Europe provide little of private value to those who actually pay them
because tax revenues either finance public goods or accrue to people
who are marginalized and not working. Hence, the negative income
effect of taxation would help to keep most people at work and stop
them from planning to arrange employment lotteries with high odds of
leisure (in the lottery model) or to accumulate private wealth with the
thought of taking early retirement (in the time averaging model).

We have already used some of these proposed features in our
research on the European employment experience. Because we are also
interested in explaining observations pertaining to stocks and flows of
workers searching for jobs, we have incorporated an additional feature:
(5) a search or matching friction that impedes moving between labor
and leisure. Ljungqvist and Sargent (2007) construct a McCall search
model and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006c) construct several matching
models and a search-island model that are able to match many aspects
of U.S. and European employment outcomes over the last half cen-
tury.29 These models put the spotlight on cross-country differences in
the generosity of government inactivity benefits, rather than on the tax
rates emphasized by Prescott (2002).

7.2 Three Basic Messages

Since our paper contains a number of nuances and qualifications, it
seems appropriate that we summarize the main lessons in three basic
messages.
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1. Employment lotteries are not necessary for Prescott's (2002) conclusion
about large employment effects of taxation. The aggregate employment
effects of taxation are quite similar in the lotteries and time averaging
models, even though the identities of the nonemployed differ. A high
disutility of labor and returning tax revenues via lump sum transfers
to households are the critical ingredients for obtaining Prescott's large
employment effects of taxation.

2. A model with a high disutility of labor is a non-starter for explaining
employment outcomes in Europe with its generous social insurance. A force-
ful illustration of that is our incorporation of government-supplied
benefits in Prescott's model in section 2 where employment literally
implodes. Hence, it is also important to avoid a common mistake of not
differentiating between private and social insurance when discussing
possible real-world examples of employment-lottery equilibria.30

3. The tax explanation for European nonemployment has counterfactual impli-
cations about the identities of the nonemployed and how they are financed.
Empirical observations support neither the lottery model when it
allocates people to specialize either in labor or in leisure, nor the time
averaging model when it asserts that the nonemployed in Europe are
successful people who have amassed enough savings to afford early
retirement. The notion that nonemployed Europeans are financed with
private consumption insurance or personal savings is utterly wrong.

We are not able to run large-scale policy experiment with real-world
economies, but our models do invite us to entertain thought experi-
ments. The following question comes to mind. Faced with its predica-
ment of high nonemployment in the last 30 years, suppose that Europe
had to choose either a reform that cuts labor tax rates to the levels of
the United States or a reform that replaces its social insurance programs
with U.S. style income support. Which reform would increase European
employment the most? Using the stand-in household model, Prescott
(2002) is on the record as suggesting that the solution to European non-
employment is to cut labor tax rates. We lean the other way and suggest
that reforming social insurance would go much farther in providing
incentives for people to choose to work.
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Endnotes

1. We confess to being biased readers of Prescott's work because in Ljungqvist and Sar-
gent (2007), we assert that it is better to account for cross-country differences in employ-
ment rates by emphasizing cross-country differences in benefits rather than taxes.

2. Jones (1988, p. 13) anticipated Mulligan's idea when he wrote: "A natural question to
raise here is that if the time horizons we are considering are sufficiently divisible, why
cannot timing perform the same function as lotteries?" Jones showed that timing could
replace lotteries for an example without discounting.

3. As emphasized by Imai and Keane (2004), when we add human capital, the marginal
condition describing leisure-consumption tradeoffs acquires an additional term that mea-
sures the effect of current work experience on the continuation value via the accumula-
tion of human capital. From the vantage of models with human capital, the marginal
condition in the model of section 2 is misspecified, creating an apparent "wedge." Manu-
elli and Seshadri (2005) adapt the Ben-Porath model to generate cross-country differences
in wealth. Their model features a different technology for accumulating human capital
than the one in this paper.

4. Alesina et al. (2005) documented that the European deficit in hours worked per capita
relative to the United States can be decomposed into fewer hours in a normal work week,
fewer weeks worked in a year, and fewer people employed. Our analysis focuses on the
last component. The large number of nonemployed who are supported with government
funds especially concerns European policy makers. Our analysis of indivisible labor says
nothing about the other two components that reflect the intensive rather than the exten-
sive margin in labor supply.

5. For an early analysis of large employment effects of government supplied benefits in a
time-averaging model, see Hansen and Imrohoroglu (1992).

6. For example, see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004b, ch. 11).

7. Prescott's (2002) calibration can be extracted from the numbers reported in his table
4 together with equilibrium relationship (4). In particular, we can deduce that ohcjy^l
(1 - 9) = 1.65.

8. In the spirit of Prescott's (2002) analysis, lump sum transfers to households are adjusted
to ensure government budget balance.

9. For an alternate view that emphasizes the differences between using lotteries as an
aggregation theory for firms versus households, see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004a).

10. Prescott (2002) uses a capital-share parameter 0 = 0.3 but he reports on neither the
parameter a nor the ratio c/y. On the basis of Prescott (2004, table 2), we proceed here
with the value c/y = 0.75. We set h = 0.4 as implied by a work week length of 40 hours and
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Prescott's (2004) assertion that "on a per person basis a household has about 100 hours
of productive time per week." Given these parameter values, we can match the U.S. out-
come in Prescott's (2002) table 4 by choosing the utility of leisure parameter a = 1.64. (For
comparison, our calibration of a= 1.64 for the utility function (8) is almost the same as the
Prescott (2004) calibration of a= 1.54 in a study using utility function (1).)

11. Prescott (2002, p. 8) multiplies an average tax rate by 1.6 to obtain a marginal tax
rate. That procedure fails to follow the recommendation of Mulligan (2001), who noted
that because the social planner is considering variations in the extensive rather than the
intensive margin, the average rather than the marginal tax rate is relevant in the Hansen-
Rogerson framework.

12. Shaw (1989) and Imai and Keane (2004) are good examples of studies that econo-
metrically estimate technologies by which work now builds human capital later.

13. The natural borrowing constraint is weak enough to make the loan market perfect.
See Aiyagari (1994) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004b) for discussions of the natural
borrowing constraint.

14. The individual time-averaging models in the following subsections can be viewed as
adaptations of a model of occupational choice by Nosal and Rupert (2005).

15. Nosal and Rupert (2005) study cases in which r ̂  8, so that consumption and working
schedules are tilted toward either the beginning or the end of the interval [0,1].

16. Consider a deviation from this allocation that withdraws a positive measure of work-
ers, lets them enjoy a small positive measure of leisure, then makes up the deficiency in
output by assigning work to some of those who initially specialize in leisure. It can be
verified that this perturbation increases the ex ante disutility of work component of (17).

17. As noted above, we have excluded benefits from the present analysis with the under-
standing that were we to include a nonemployment benefit like the one in section 2, the
replacement rate p would continue to augment the tax wedge and operate in similar ways
as before. This can easily be seen in the model without human capital. Adding a benefit
term alters the budget constraint (34) to

(1 - r)wO - c + T + p(l - r)w(l - O) > 0

and makes the equilibrium labor supply become

O = min{(l - r)(l - p)B~\ 1} (*)

instead of (36). Equation (*) becomes the counterpart to (9). From the life-cycle perspec-
tive that is highlighted in the model with indivisible labor and time averaging, everyone
who is at an interior solution is also at the margin for taking up those benefits (unless the
individual worker is up against a ceiling like h in section 2).

18. For another time averaging version of a stochastic general equilibrium model that
focuses on the extensive margin of labor supply, see Chang and Kim (2006). In their
model, agents are infinitely lived and, hence, the life-cycle dimension of careers is absent,
but Chang and Kim enrich their analysis by studying two-person households.

19. Also see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006b).

20. Hours of work in Continental Europe should be h = 2/9, since those hours are only
2/3 of the U.S. value h = 1/3. After multiplying the hours worked by the incremental tax
rate of 0.2 that pays for the subsidy to leisure, and then dividing by the number of hours
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eligible for the subsidy (1-h = 7/9), we arrive at a replacement rate on gross earnings of
p(l - zt) - 0.057. Hence, given the calibrated Continental European tax rate rh = 0.6, the
replacement rate on net-of-tax earnings is p = 0.1425.

21. The published version of Prescott's (2006) Nobel lecture contains an added section
on "The Life Cycle and Labor Indivisibility" that shares features of our analysis in sec-
tion 3.3. This analytical perspective raises new issues to be addressed and suggests new
empirical facts to be explained. Hence, it is potentially an important addition to the origi-
nal lecture, http://nobelprize.org/economics/laureates/2004/prescott-lecture.pdf.

22. We thank Richard Rogerson for alerting us to Grilli and Rogerson (1988) who also
analyze human capital accumulation in a model with employment lotteries. The authors
cite the story "The Lottery in Babylon" by the surrealist Jorge Luis Borges, in which an all-
encompassing lottery dictates all activities in a fictional society. The Borges story either
arouses skepticism about the real-world relevance of the analysis or exemplifies that real-
ity sometimes surpasses fiction.

23. The theory of the stand-in household tells us to expect private transfers across indi-
viduals: Some of them specialize in generating leisure and others in providing for con-
sumption goods. Shiller's (2003) vision for a new financial order in the 21st century with
privately provided livelihood insurance and inequality insurance prevails in the stand-in
household model.

24. Carneiro and Heckman (2003, p. 196) argue that "[i]n a modern society, in which human
capital is a larger component of wealth than is land, a proportional tax on human capital
is like a nondistorting Henry George tax as long as labor supply responses are negligible.
Estimated intertemporal labor supply elasticities are small, and welfare effects from labor
supply adjustment are negligible Taxes on human capital should be increased, whereas
taxes on capital should be decreased, to promote wage growth and efficiency."

25. Prescott (2006, p. 225) offers a misleading summary of his earlier study (Prescott 2004)
when he states that France and Germany "increased their marginal effective tax rate from
40 percent in the early 1970s to 60 percent today." Below we reiterate the fact that the
actual tax increases were only half of that size and hence, half of the tax differential versus
the United States was already in place in the early 1970s.

26. See e.g. Gomme et al. (2004).

27. See e.g. Burda and Mertens (2001).

28. As defined by Guy Standing (2004) at the International Labor Office in Geneva, "a
basic income is an income unconditionally granted to everybody on an individual basis
... regardless of gender, age, work status, marital status, household status or any other
perceived distinguishing feature of individuals." The idea is partially to protect citi-
zens from the vagaries of the market economy by providing a basic income that can be
supplemented with market activities, if so desired. Some proponents argue that such
a reform can be financed largely by reallocating spending from other government pro-
grams and expenditures. In the world of Prescott's (2002) analysis of European employ-
ment, there is no reason either to advocate or to oppose such a reform: It would have no
impact on the equilibrium, since one kind of government lump-sum transfer would just
replace another in the stand-in household's budget constraint.

29. However, Ljungqvist and Sargent (2006b) show that it is difficult to get an employ-
ment-lotteries model with a high disutility attached to labor to match the observations.
One failure of that framework is especially informative. Even though the assumed pref-
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erence specification (8) is consistent with a constant labor supply when wages increase
along a balanced growth path, our modeling of a human capital accumulation technology
disrupts that cancellation of the income and substitution effects. We find that the labor
supply responds strongly when there is rapid obsolescence of human capital following
instances of involuntary job dissolutions. In the laissez-faire economy, the employment-
population ratio converges rapidly to its maximum because of a negative income effect,
while even with a modest replacement rate in its social insurance system, the welfare
state experiences a sharply falling employment-population ratio because of a substitution
effect. The high labor supply elasticity in that framework is evidently at work.

30. For a recent example, see Mulligan (2001) who slips by including social insurance
in his list of real-world counterparts to the consumption insurance arrangements in the
employment-lottery model: "the sharing of resources by husbands and wives, sick pay,
disability insurance, and intergenerational transfers (both public and private)." As we
have shown, it is a mistake to think that government-supplied nonemployment insur-
ance helps to implement an optimal allocation either by completing markets or by substi-
tuting for private insurance in the employment lottery framework.
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Comment

Olivier Blanchard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and NBER

1 Introduction

There are two ways to read the paper by Ljungqvist and Sargent (and
these two ways are reflected in the two parts of the title): First, as a
response to Prescott's argument about labor supply and taxes; Second,
as an exploration of the implications of heterogeneity for aggregate
labor supply. While the first clearly provided the motivation for the
paper, I believe the second is likely to prove the more important con-
tribution.

First a bit of background. In a now famous paper, Prescott (2004) pre-
sented yet another example of what he sees as the power of the rep-
resentative agent neo-classical model to explain facts. Relying on the
preferences already used in the RBC model, he argued that the model
naturally explained differences in hours worked in the United States
and Europe. The difference, he argued, was exactly what one would
expect, given labor and consumption taxes.

Just as for his claim that the neo-classical model could fully explain
fluctuations, this argument has generated controversy and further
research. There are many ways to disagree with Prescott. First, one may
question the assumptions about individual preferences and taxes. Sec-
ond, one may want to question the representative agent assumption,
and explore the implications of various types of heterogeneity. Third,
one may want to introduce distinctions between various types of non-
market work, from leisure, to home work, to job search.

The focus of LS is partly on the first, and mostly on the second. As a
discussant, I am tempted to take up both the original Prescott argument
as well as the LS response and contribution. I shall do a bit of both,
starting with an issue not taken by LS, namely the assumptions about
preferences.
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2 Preferences, Income Effects, and Taxes

In his computation of U.S. and European labor supply response to
taxes, Prescott worked under two maintained assumptions about pref-
erences—and these assumptions are maintained by LS. The first is that
there are no differences in preferences across the two sides of the Atlan-
tic. The second is that preferences are such that income and substitu-
tion effects cancel, and labor supply remains constant along the growth
path.

The usual Occam's razor argument tells us this is clearly the right
starting point. But it may not be the right end point. I have argued
elsewhere for different preferences across countries, not for intrinsic or
genetic reasons but because of different social arrangements and so on.
I admit however not to have hard evidence—nor am I sure how to get
it. On the issue of preferences such that hours worked per worker are
constant along a balanced growth path, I think however the contrary
evidence is fairly strong.

Let me give one piece of evidence, the evolution of hours worked
per week by employed males in manufacturing in the United States,
for various years from 1909 to 1940. I choose that period because it
largely predates the increase in the tax wedge emphasized by Prescott.
The evolution of hours is striking. In 1909, only 8 percent of the work-
ers worked less than 48 hours; by 1940, more than 92 percent worked
less than 48 hours. In the absence of other compelling explanations, I
see this as fairly convincing evidence of strong income effects, and of
preferences such that higher productivity comes with a higher demand
for leisure. This does not by itself provide a ready explanation for the
difference in the evolution of hours worked in the United States and
Europe, but it opens the possibility that Europe, and its negative trend
for hours worked, may be the "normal" economy, and the abnormality
lies with the United States.

Hours Worked Per Week, Male Workers, U.S. Manufacturing, 1909-1940

Hours

<48

49-59

>60

1909

7.9

52.9

39.2

John Pencavel [1986], from Census data.

1919

48.6

39.3

12.1

1929

46.0

46.5

7.5

1940

92.1

4.9

3.0
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3 Heterogeneity and Labor Supply

The representative agent version of the Prescott model focuses on the
labor supply choice at the intensive margin, i.e., how many hours to
work. It is clear that individuals also make a choice at the extensive
margin, i.e., whether to work or not.

As soon as one recognizes this second choice, things become more
complicated and endogenous heterogeneity arises. People now have
different work histories, thus different asset levels, and by implica-
tion different reservation wages. This heterogeneity in turn affects the
response of aggregate labor supply to taxes.

There are two ways of, in effect, avoiding the issue. The first is to rely
on the fiction of very large households, who can fully diversify individ-
ual labor income risk—an approach typically followed in New Keynes-
ian models—or, equivalently, allow for work lotteries combined with
insurance—the approach followed by RBC models. The second is to
assume linear utility, so wealth does not affect the reservation wage, the
approach followed in Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides (DMP) models.
Either approach works in getting us out of the difficulty and deliver-
ing a tractable characterization of labor supply; but, from a descriptive
viewpoint, neither is appealing.

It is clearly worthwhile to tackle the complexity head on, i.e., to see
how much agents can self insure through asset accumulation and decu-
mulation, and then derive the implications for individual and aggre-
gate labor supply. This is what LS start to do. In doing so, they can
potentially answer two types of questions: The effect of taxes on labor
supply; and how the answer differs from those obtained under the
shortcuts described above, either the assumption of a representative
agent and variations at the intensive margin, or variations at the exten-
sive margin with full insurance cum lotteries.

Much of the LS paper is spent comparing the equivalence—or lack
of—between insurance cum lotteries, and self insurance through asset
decumulation and accumulation. Given Prescott's rationalization, it is
again a natural starting point. And knowing when the two are equiva-
lent is obviously useful (just as knowing when Ricardian equivalence
holds). It is clear however that the distance between the two is likely to
be substantial in practice. Human capital accumulation through work,
which LS focus on as the source of non-equivalence, would not have
been my starting point (I suspect the motivation was internal, coming
from the earlier work by LS on European unemployment, in which skill
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acquisition and skill loss play an important role). I would have focused
instead on the implications of finite horizons, of the life cycle, and of the
fact that workers face substantial uncertainty, both about income when
employed, and about employment. The evidence is that workers can
smooth only a limited proportion of their idiosyncratic labor income
risk. I read for example the papers by Heathcote et al. (2004) and by
Blundell et al. (2003) as suggesting that they are able to insure about
half of the permanent changes in their labor income.

LS however give us a clear agenda (and take the first few steps in a
model which was originally part of the paper presented at the confer-
ence, and is now developed in LS 2006a): Write down a model in which
workers self insure through asset accumulation and decumulation. Fit
the facts about labor supply, consumption, and saving across the life
cycle (extending to labor supply the work of Gourinchas and Parker
(2002) on consumption). Then, look at the effect of an increase in labor
taxes.

There are many interesting issues to explore here. Let me just men-
tion one. In this paper and the general equilibrium extension (2006a), LS
look at decisions to work or not work in a model without labor market
frictions, so all non work is voluntary. But in the presence of frictions,
the layoff rate and the exit rate from unemployment affects asset accu-
mulation, which in turn affect the reservation wage, and the decision
to quit or to look for a job if unemployed. In other words, layoffs affect
asset accumulation, which in turn affects quits. This in turn affects the
effects of the tax rate on aggregate labor supply; these implications are
both complex and extremely relevant to the issue at hand.

4 Heterogeneity. Back to the Comparison between the United
States and Europe

LS point to the importance of heterogeneity in understanding the
effects of taxes on labor supply, in characterizing both whose decision
is affected, and what the overall effect on labor supply is likely to be.
While their model is admittedly only a rough beta version, it is tempt-
ing to speculate as to whether it or later versions will fit some of the
aspects of the disaggregated data.

First, let me again give some background. The first basic fact about
relative labor market evolutions in Europe versus the United States
is that there has been a steady decline in hours worked per capita in
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Europe relative to the United States since the early 1970s. The second
basic fact is that this relative decline has taken place mostly at the
intensive rather than at the extensive margin. True, unemployment has
increased in most European countries since 1970, and in some cases,
participation has decreased, but most of the decline in hours worked
per capita has come from a decrease in hours worked per worker: Good
news for the Prescott focus on the intensive margin, less good news for
LS and the focus on the extensive margin.

Given the focus of LS, let me concentrate nevertheless on the exten-
sive margin. The table below gives participation rates, overall, and by
sex and by age, for France (my usual stand-in for continental Europe,
when I have to choose one country) and the United States, in both 1968
and 2004. The table has a number of (perhaps surprising) features.

First, the overall participation rate has been roughly flat in France
(+1.1 percent), up in the United States (8.8 percent). This is not good
news for the "higher taxes" hypothesis, at least on its own. That is,
higher taxes must have been counteracting a positive trend.

Second, there have been sharply contrasting trends by sex. A decline
for men, larger in France than in the United States (-12.9 percent versus
-6.9 percent), and a sharp increase for women, smaller in France than
in the United States (14.7 percent versus 22.6 percent). Again, not very
good news for the "higher taxes" hypothesis, at least on its own. The
differential increases in the participation rate for women suggest a role
for education, intra-family insurance, perhaps differences in joint taxa-
tion, in addition to the factors emphasized by Prescott or by LS.

Participation Rates, Overall, by Sex, by Age, for France and the United States, in 1968
and 2004

Overall

Men
Women

20-24
55-59
60-64

Men 25-54

Source: OECD Employment data set.

1968

68.5

88.1
49.3

73.5
64.3
51.2

96.8

France

2004

69.6

75.2
64.0

56.5
61.9
17.6

93.7

United States

1968

69.3

91.8
48.9
67.0

68.0
55.4

96.3

2004

78.1

84.9
71.5
75.0

71.1
50.9

90.5
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Third, much of the difference comes from the sharp drop in the par-
ticipation rate of older workers (60-64) in France, from 51.2 percent
in 1968 to 17.6 percent in 2004. This sharp increase in early retirement
would appear to be good news for LS: In their simple model with
human capital, as well as in their more fleshed out version (LS 2006a),
most of the effect of an increase in the tax rate is through early retire-
ment: Those workers who have accumulated substantial assets decide
that work is no longer attractive, and take early retirement. But the
news is less good than it looks: Most of the early retirements in France
(and elsewhere in Europe) are due to a high implicit tax rate on work
after age 55, a dimension of taxation neither LS nor Prescott look at. Jon
Gruber and David Wise (1998) have constructed a so called "tax force"
index, equal to the sum of the tax rates on working one more year, from
age 55 to 69. The value of the index is equal to 1.6 for the United States,
7.3 for France. And the index correlates extremely well across countries
with participation rates for the 55-64 age group.

5 Non Work: Leisure versus Unemployment

Neither Prescott nor LS make an explicit distinction between unem-
ployment and leisure. This leads to some uneasiness, for example, in
the way LS formalize unemployment benefits as paid for all non-work.
True, most countries have social assistance programs even for those out
of the labor force, but these programs are typically much less generous
than social insurance programs.

It is becoming increasingly clear (at least to me) that, to fully under-
stand European labor market evolutions, looking just at unemploy-
ment, or lumping home work, unemployment, and leisure into "non
work," cannot do justice to the facts: Unemployment has increased and,
in many countries, is higher than in the United States. Hours worked
per worker have decreased, and are nearly everywhere lower than in
the United States. We have little solid evidence about the evolution of
home work over time, but today's numbers suggest that home work
is higher in Europe than in the United States (Freeman and Schettkat
2005, and Burda et al. 2006).

Why does it matter? Because payroll taxes, income taxes, consump-
tion taxes, and unemployment benefits affect these different margins of
choice differently. Let me end with a few examples.

When looking at the effect of the tax wedge on the choice between
market work and leisure, the issue is how much of the substitution effect
is cancelled by the income effect. When looking at the effect of the same
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tax wedge on the choice between market work and home work, the
income effect plays a much smaller role. If home work and market work
are close substitutes, a small increase in the tax wedge may lead to a
large shift from market to home work, with little or no income effect.

The effect of the tax wedge on unemployment may be very different
from its effect on leisure. What happens depends very much on the fric-
tions that generate unemployment.

In many models, where unemployment serves the role of a discipline
device, an increase in the tax wedge is likely to increase unemploy-
ment. In an efficiency wage model where shirking is unobservable, an
increase in payroll taxes decreases the after-tax wage that firms can pay,
decreasing the utility cost of being laid off at a given unemployment
rate: This in turn leads to an increase in equilibrium unemployment.
Very much the same logic applies to flow/bargaining models: The
reduction in the after-tax wage that firms can pay requires an increase
in unemployment, so as to get workers to accept the lower real wage.

The effect may however go the other way. Think of a model of search
unemployment, where workers have the choice between searching for
jobs or taking leisure. Then, the effects of an increase in the tax wedge
will have the same qualitative effect on unemployment and employ-
ment. Anything which makes work less attractive will also make search
less attractive, and thus leads to lower search effort, to lower unem-
ployment.

We have a long way to go in understanding the effects of taxes on
labor supply, especially in markets with frictions. We must thank
Prescott for the challenge, and LS for taking us a bit further along.
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Comments

Edward C. Prescott, Arizona State University, Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis, and NBER

1 Introduction

The authors obscure the important contribution of their paper by argu-
ing that the reason employment is so low in the big continental Euro-
pean countries relative to other advanced industrial countries is that
these European countries have big government transfers that are con-
ditional on recipients not working. They challenge my conclusion that
most of these employment differences as well as the change over time
in these differences for the European countries are the result of differ-
ences in tax rates. Policies that affect the budget constraint are tax poli-
cies. Thus, the authors and I agree that the reason for this difference in
employment is primarily due to differences in tax systems.

The authors do not carry out a quantitative general equilibrium anal-
ysis using a model that is restricted to be consistent with the national
account statistics. As shown in section 2, the tax-and-transfer system
that I considered and a payment-not-to-work system have identical
implications for employment if transfers as a percentage of the product
of labor are held fixed. For a model calibrated to reasonable govern-
ment transfers, the European employment is as predicted by the life
cycle labor supply model with labor indivisibilities.

The obscured and important contribution of their paper is the ini-
tiation of an important research program, a program that already has
begun to bear fruit. This research program is to derive the implications
of labor indivisibility for lifetime labor supply. In the simplest version
of the theory, with people having access to costless borrowing and
lending markets, what gets determined is the fraction of the periods
of an individual's lifetime that an individual works and the fraction of
the population working at each point in time. This theory matches with
the observation that differences in the fraction of periods of lifetimes
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worked account for the huge difference in market hours between the
big continental European countries and the employment rates of the
other major advanced industrial countries. With labor indivisibilities,
labor supply is proportional to the employment rate. This is why I often
use the term employment rate rather than labor supply.

The theory predicts how many periods that an individual works in
his or her lifetime, but not when. The term period is key in this state-
ment, so what is a period must be addressed. A year is far too long to be
a period. Hours worked per year per employed person is low in Europe
relative to the United States. This difference is mostly in the weeks
worked per employed person and not in hours worked per week. This
is what the theory predicts. Europeans have more weeks of vacation,
sick days, and holidays than do Americans. This leads me to define a
period to be a week or even a day.

The OECD (2004) reports that the average number of weeks worked per
year by full-time employees accounts for about 40 percent of the difference
in European and U.S. labor supply. The other 60 percent of the difference
is accounted for by differences in the number of years of employment
over lifetimes. Full-time European employees work 40 weeks a year,
while their American counterparts work 46 weeks a year on average.

Most of the remaining 60 percent difference is the fraction of potential
working life that individuals are employed. Within the working life, the
employment rate differences are for those over 55 years of age and for
those under 25. Employment rates for those between 25 and 55 are close
in the United States and Europe (see Rogerson 2006, figure 37).

The authors introduce occupational skill investment, and its impli-
cations are just what their theory predicts. With this feature of real-
ity introduced, there is a working period whose length is determined
given the tax system. The theory does not say when this working period
begins and ends, just how long it is. Thus, the above observations are
what the theory predicts, with some people beginning a little later, or
equivalently retiring a little later, than others. This assumes a costless
borrowing and lending market and no borrowing constraints.

The Ljungqvist and Sargent research program is important for the
following reason. As the population ages and people enjoy a longer and
healthier retirement, life cycle labor supply theory is needed to evaluate
alternative schemes for financing retirement consumption. Some coun-
tries such as Australia and Singapore have adopted systems that force
savings. Others such as Finland have recently restructured their public
pension systems to encourage later retirement. Will the new Finnish
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system just result in people shifting in their lifetime when they work
and not increasing the number of lifetime working hours? This is an
important question for the Finns, and a life cycle labor supply theory is
needed to answer the question.

2 Consequences of Alternative Tax Systems for Employment

I now show how the tax system affects the employment rate. I consider
the effects of policies that tax labor income at rate r and tax consump-
tion at rate T and which make lump-sum transfers to employed of y/
and lump-sum transfers to those not employed of b + y/. If b = 0, this is
the tax system used in Prescott (2004). If b > 0, there are the Ljungqvist
and Sargent payments for not working.

The model used has the Ljungqvist and Sargent life cycle structure
with labor indivisibilities. The nature of preferences and the household
consumption possibility set are such that the margin of adjustment is
the employment rate and not hours per period per employed person.1

I deal with the case that the parameters are such that in equilibrium
not all are employed at any instance. This is the empirically interesting
case. Further, for simplicity the equilibrium interest rate is zero, which
requires no growth in the product of labor and a zero discount rate.
There is no capital accumulation. Generalizing the result to environ-
ments for which the interest rate is positive and which have uncertainty
is straightforward. Preferences are

jQQogc-ve)dt

for an individual born at time t = 0 and with a lifetime normalized to 1.
The disutility of working v is positive. Above c:[0,l]—>9t+ is the path of
consumption and e:[0,l]—»{0,l} is the path of employment. Thus, c and e
are functions of time, but they will become scalars. Variable c is the rate
of consumption which is constant over time. Variable e is the fraction
of lifetime worked and is the integral of the e(t) function. In the general
equilibrium context, e is the employment rate. All people are identical
and their measure is 1.

The budget constraint has taxes on labor income at rate T, taxes on
consumption at rate r, transfers b when not employed, and lump-sum
transfers y independent of employment state. An individual's budget
constraint is
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The government has a balanced budget, so

total transfers = eb + y/ = xeew + xcc.

An employed person produces one unit of the consumption good, so
wage w-\. Market clearing requires c = e.

Equilibrium e is given by

The parameter v is calibrated to the observations e = 0.60 when b - 0,
x = .12, and T = .33, which are approximate U.S. values. The calibrated
v is 0.997.

Of importance is the fact that the employment rate is proportional
to

What enters this formula for the employment rate is the sum of T and
b. From an accounting perspective, T and b are different. From an eco-
nomic perspective, they are the same.

We introduce the tax rate estimates using the Prescott (2004) meth-
odology. There are no payments for not working. Table 3.2 reports the
results of two tax systems. These are essentially the tax parameters
used in Prescott (2005) and the results obtained using a dynastic model
of households. A key number in table 3.2 is that with the European tax
rates, a huge fraction of product is transfer by the government. This
fraction is 0.80, a number that is ridiculously high.

Table 3.2

Tax Systems Considered in Prescott (2005)

Policy Parameters United States

0.12

0.33

0.00

0.27

Europe

0.30

0.50

0.00

0.45

b

y/+ b

Equilibrium Values

e 0.60 0.39

Transfers relative to product 0.45 0.80
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2.1 Ljungqvist and Sargent to the Rescue

Following the proposal of Ljungqvist and Sargent, I introduce payments
not to work, which is a negative tax on leisure. This will reduce the
magnitude of the share of product transferred to a reasonable level.

To think about a reasonable value for b, I scale the marginal product
of labor to $87,000 a year, which is the average employed American's
marginal product. A payment equal to 20 percent of this number is a b
in current U.S. dollars of $17,400 a year, a payment that is not subject to
either the income tax or the Social Security tax. This b = 0.20 number is
the one that I use. An employed U.S. worker's after-tax income for the
European payment-not-to-work system is $34,800 with this scaling.

In Table 3.3, the equilibria are reported for two tax policies. Both
pay 0.20 for not working and both have a 0.30 consumption tax. In the
Ljungqvist-Sargent system, the tax on labor income is T = 0.50. This
treats all Social Security Contributions as being a tax on labor income,
which is a reasonable assumption for the United States, but not for
Europe. In Europe an important part of Social Security Contributions
are forced savings. This leads me to lower the employment tax rate.
It is lowered so that the percentage of product paid out in transfers is
60 percent of the total product rather than 80 percent. This results in
r = 0.30.1 call this system the Prescott revised system.

Table 3.3 shows that for the Ljungqvist-Sargent system, employment
is low and transfers as a fraction of product high—ridiculously high.
For the Prescott revised system, predicted employment is 0.39, which is
close to the German and French values. What is important is that trans-
fers as a fraction of product are 60 percent, which is a reasonable num-

Table 3.3

Policy Parameters

T

T

b

\//+b

Equilibrium Values

e

Transfers relative to product

With Positive b; European Numbers

Ljungqvist-Sargent System Prescott Revised System

0.30 0.30

0.50 0.30

0.20 0.20

0.27 0.45

0.60 0.39

0.80 0.60
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ber. Thus, I stick with my statement that the difference in European and
American employment rates is primarily due to differences in tax rates.
It is an implication of the Ljungqvist and Sargent life cycle labor supply
theory with indivisibilities.

3 A Red Herring

A claim of the Ljungqvist and Sargent paper is that it is differences in
"benefits" and not differences in "tax rates" that account for the cur-
rent low European labor supply relative to other advanced industrial
economies. Benefits and tax rates are put in quotes because from the
perspective of the budget constraint, there is no distinction. Being paid
not to work is a negative tax on nonmarket time. The authors and I
agree that the big difference in Western European labor supply and that
of other advanced industrial countries is due to differences in tax sys-
tems. We also agree that the big reduction in European labor supply
between the early 1970s and the early 1990s is due to a change in their
tax system.

Another point is how to treat pensions paid by the state. The U.S.
Social Security retirement system, which is financed by 10.6 percent of
the 12.4 percent FICA tax, is on margin to a first approximation a tax-
and-transfer system. In Europe, however, pensions paid by government
are in significant part based upon earnings. Thus, they are a hybrid of
a savings system, which does not depress employment, and a trans-
fer system, which does depress employment. One implication is that
the marginal effective labor income tax rate that I estimated for Europe
is too high. Ljungqvist and Sargent provide an additional tax factor,
namely payments not to work, that depresses employment.

4 Two Comments

4.1 Human Capital Investment

The authors point out that the intertemporal budget constraint does
not get around the problem of achieving an efficient allocation without
enforceable lottery or sunspot contracts. A consequence of this inabil-
ity is that human capital investment will be lower per employed per-
son. The issues concerning the consequences of tax systems for relative
employment rates, however, are not affected, and the authors do not
claim that it is affected.
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There is an interesting indeterminacy in when people begin working.
Absent credit market constraints, beginning one's career starting n years
later and retiring n years later yields the same utility level. Empirically,
there is not a total lack of mechanisms to get around the nonconvex-
ity problem associated with making large investments in occupation
training. There is the marriage contract where the investment is jointly
financed and both parties have legal claims to the returns through ali-
mony laws and common property laws.

4.2 Lotteries Are Not Needed

The authors point out that lotteries are needed in continuous time, a
point that was made earlier by Jones (1988). If there is uncertainty, bor-
rowing and lending do not suffice and Arrow securities are needed. But
almost surely the absence of Arrow securities for allocating nondiversi-
fiable aggregate risk has little consequence for the employment rate.

5 Evidence That Cutting Tax Rates Increases Labor Supply

The United States experienced a large increase in labor supply after
the 1986 Tax Reform Act, as can be seen in figure 3.7. The increase is

1600
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1959-1 1964-1 1969-1 1974-1 1979-1 1984-1 1989-1 1994-1 1999-1 2004-1

Source: Prescott, Ueberfeldt, and Cociuba (2006).

Figure 3.7

U.S. CPS Hours Worked at Annual Rate Per Non-Institutional Population Age 16-24:
1959-1 to 2005-IV
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approximately 10 percent. This reform lowered marginal income tax
rates by flattening the tax schedule. The average tax rate did not fall
because of a broadening of the tax base, so the Prescott (2004) method-
ology fails to pick up the consequence of this tax reform. In fact, mar-
ginal tax rates fell relative to average tax rates for married households
making the decision of whether to have one or two wage earners, as
evidenced by the increase in employment rate in this period being con-
centrated in married females.

Spain in 1998 made a similar tax reform, and quantitatively there was
a similar increase in labor supply. Figure 3.8 plots labor supply, which
is defined to be hours worked in the market divided by population age
16-64. As a result, Spain moved from the lowest labor supply of the big
continental European countries to the highest, becoming significantly
higher than Germany, France, and Italy.

I confidently predict that it is just a matter of time until the Europe-
ans reform their tax systems. Reforms have already happened or are in
progress in many European countries. Reforms happened in the United
Kingdom. Denmark's reform and Spain's reform of their labor mar-
ket laws were of some importance in increasing labor supply in these
countries. Sweden increases labor supply by making child care ben-
efits conditional on employment. In Finland, these benefits are not
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conditional on employment, but they increase employment by lower-
ing the shadow price of nonnmarket time (see Rogerson (2005) and
Ragan (2005)).

6 Concluding Comment

Tax rates can be cut in many ways. One way is to move to a system
where the present value of retirement pension benefits is proportional
to the present value of taxes paid to finance this pension program. Swe-
den has moved in this direction, and Italy has instituted pension reform
that will result in a significant move in this direction in the coming
years. Instituting systems with benefits contingent on earnings lowers
the effective marginal tax rate.

Ljungqvist and Sargent do not carry out an applied general equilib-
rium analysis to determine alternative estimates to my estimate. If they
did with the payment-not-to-work features of the tax system incorpo-
rated in a way that is consistent with observations, I think it highly
likely that they would come to essentially the same conclusion as in
Prescott (2004)—namely, that it is the tax system that accounts for the
large difference in labor supply over time in Europe and the large dif-
ference in labor supply between Europe and the other advanced indus-
trial countries.

Their paper has already fostered research. Prescott, Rogerson, and
Wallenius (2006) have concluded that constraints on workweek length
in the life cycle framework with endogenous labor indivisibility reduce
aggregate labor supply a little. In the case in which policy constraints
shorten the workweek length, the shorter workweek is offset in part
by individuals increasing the fraction of lifetime worked. In the case
in which constraints increase the workweek length, the increased
workweek is partially offset by a reduction in the fraction of lifetime
worked. The Ljungqvist and Sargent framework proved useful in
developing the framework we developed with endogenous workweek
length.
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Endnote

1. See Prescott, Rogerson, and Wallenius (2006) for why the latter margin is not used.
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Discussion

Lars Ljungqvist began the discussion by pointing out that in the indi-
visible labor model, it is the average tax wedges that influence worker
behavior rather than the marginal tax wedges. Nevertheless, as long as
differences in countries' average tax wedges are similar to those in mar-
ginal tax wedges, this distinction is not important for the quantitative
analysis of differences in countries' aggregate employment, hence, their
disagreement with Edward Prescott over whether the issue of average
versus marginal tax rates was consequential. On the other hand, he said
that they did disagree with Prescott's view of the intertemporal evi-
dence on tax wedges. According to Prescott's own earlier study, half of
the French and German tax differentials versus the United States were
already in place in the early 1970s and thus, there have been neither
large tax hikes nor, for that matter, large benefit hikes that coincide with
the large rise in European nonemployment over the subsequent quarter
century.

Robert Gordon disagreed with Olivier Blanchard's characterization
of the decline in hours per capita in Europe. He noted that if one looked
at the entire period since 1960, only 1/3 of the decline in hours per
capita was due to a decline in hours per employee. The remaining 2/3
was due to a declining labor force participation rate and an increase
in the unemployment rate, of which each of these factors accounted
for roughly 1/3. Gordon then noted that since 1995, employment in
Europe relative to the United States had actually stopped falling and
begun to turn around. He noted that two alternative explanations for
this turnaround—which the data could not distinguish between—were
the productivity slowdown in Europe and labor market reforms.

Gordon remarked that he did not see how a generalized payroll tax
explanation like the one put forth by Edward Prescott could explain the
age distribution of the employment rate and labor force participation
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rate in Europe relative to the U.S, where Europe tails off at the begin-
ning and at the end while its prime age ratios to the United States are
very close to 100 percent. He noted that specific features of the tax sys-
tem in Europe that created incentives for early retirement might explain
the tailing off at the end, and other specific features relating to higher
education might explain the difference for young workers. But he said
he did not see how a general tax story could explain this pattern.

Daron Acemoglu remarked that the paper highlighted the need for
more work on the role of the family in macroeconomics. In particular,
he felt there was a need to think more about the relative roles played
by the government and the family in providing social insurance and
transfers to unemployed youth in Europe. In addition, Acemoglu noted
that it would be interesting to extend the type of model studied in the
paper to explore more fully tax and transfer schemes where the treat-
ment of all agents is not equal and where selective redistribution is
undertaken.

Andrew Levin questioned whether tax and transfer policies such as
unemployment benefits could reasonably be thought of as exogenous,
especially in the long run. He remarked that the model in the paper was
promising in dealing with this issue, since it took seriously the fact that
there exist multiple generations of agents with different levels of human
capital that interact in a world with incomplete insurance markets. He
felt that these elements made it possible to endogenize policy decisions
by introducing voting and thinking about what policies the median
voter would choose. He speculated that such a model could explain
how apparently small differences in initial conditions between the
United States and Europe could lead to very different social choices.

V. V. Chari remarked that our ignorance about what the correct dis-
aggregated model is makes it difficult to know whether the stand-in
household formulation is a misleading abstraction or not. He noted
that the authors' conclusion that the presence of young people poses
a problem for the stand-in household model was perhaps overstated
as their disaggregated model ignored certain possibilities of insurance
that exist in the real world. In particular, he felt that intra-family insur-
ance in the real world might alleviate some of these problems.

John Haltiwanger liked the focus on career paths in the paper, add-
ing that there was a lot to be learned about career paths from looking at
new data sets that follow workers and firms together. He noted that for
the United States, there is evidence of diverse patterns: Some workers
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do well by matching early to a firm, staying with that firm and building
a career within the firm. Other workers build a career by changing jobs
several times in the first ten to 15 years of their career. He noted that a
worker's ability to build a career in this second way depended heavily
on labor market flexibility. He felt that the data showed that labor mar-
ket flexibility had really paid off for the United States in this regard.

Eva Nagypal followed up on the discussion about the age distribution
of differences in hours worked between Europe and the United States
by noting that a similar pattern also shows up in studies of the variation
of hours over time in the United States. In particular, just as young and
old workers explain the bulk of the difference between hours worked
in Europe and the United States, these same groups account for most
of the variation of hours worked over the business cycle in the United
States.

Thomas Sargent remarked that there was a tension running through
the discussion, one that he believed had been running through much
of macroeconomics for the last 20 years. The first source of tension was
whether macroeconomists should import parameter estimates from
microeconomic studies or whether macroeconomic evidence alone
should be used to infer those parameters because the specifications of
those micro studies were too incompatible with the structures of the
macro models. Another tension in Sargent's view was about whether
heterogeneity is important for macroeconomics. Sargent noted that
a key factor determining whether heterogeneity is important is how
extensively the presence of incentive and enforcement problems inhibit
how people can share risks across states and over time. Macro analy-
ses like Prescott's that stress a stand-in household are betting that het-
erogeneity can be downplayed for understanding how fiscal policies
impinge on macroeconomic outcomes.

Responding to Edward Prescott's discussion, Sargent agreed with
Prescott that once plausible benefit replacement rates are included in
Prescott's model along with the high tax rates that Prescott had origi-
nally estimated for Europe, the model fails to explain labor supply
in Western Europe. He noted that a key reason for this is that he and
Ljungqvist had insisted on playing by Prescott's rules in the paper
being discussed, meaning that they accepted without question the high
labor supply elasticity implied by the high disutility that Prescott set
for leisure. Sargent then said that in his 1998 JPE paper with Ljungqvist,
they advocated a different framework lacking a stand-in-household. In
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that framework, there are incomplete markets and it matters a great
deal which agents receive labor inactivity benefits from the govern-
ment. That JPE model captures the situation in which a small fraction
of people has been living at the government's expense for a long period
of time rather than working. Sargent said that seemed to him to provide
a good snapshot of several important European countries.


